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INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a PDP-9 asserbly language program
which allows direct implementation of the z-transform of the
transfer function of a linear digital controller of any order up
to sixth. Nis controller is interfaced to the 1=ST hybrid
computer through a single ADC/iMAC pair and several control lines.
loo provision is made for state variable control. The upper
bound on the sampling rate is 41chz. due to the conversion time
of the ADC used. This maximum is seldom realizable-extent for
syster.s of less than third order due to .be time consumed by
the digital program in doing rultiplications.
THE COMOUSER
It is assured that the transfer function of the digital
controller can be written in z-transform notation as
U	 P4+A1z-1+A-z-2+...+Anz-n
D(z) * k msns6	 (1)
Y	 1 +B1 z- 1 +BZz-2+• • •+%z-m
The block diagram assumed for the closed loop system is shown
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FIG. 1. Mock Diagram of the Closed loop System.
The coefficients of the transfer function_ are entered as
single-precision floating point numbers less than or e qual to
0.999999 through the FORTRAN subroutine DIGIN. CONSIM then_
takes these and un-normalizes the FORTRAN input to 0 bit,
ones complement integers. Ones complement notation is required
by the multiplication hardware in the PDP-9. Any magnitude
scale factors for the controller must be introduced in the analog
computer through the constant Yd.
CONSIM realizes the transfer function by forming a




The values of the Y's and the Ud 's are simply saved and multi-
plied by their respective coefficients. Then Y(k) is made to
become Y(k-1), Ud(k) is made to become Ud(k-1), etc. by
exchanging the contents of the appropriate registers.
(3)
The sequence of operations within the iterative simulation
loop of CONSItr is to read ADC # i, multiply by A0, add this
product to previously accumulated products corre.-ponding to
the other terms of (2), transfer Ud(k) to IMAC #1 and simul-
taneously ap-ly the IMAC output to the continues time system
simulated in LOCUST. (Note that ADC #1 and MDAC Al must be
use:: for these functions. A sLnple program modification.
uowe-c*er, could allow the use of different ADC/MAC pairs.) The
time involved so far is the	 so-called processing delay
which is inherent in the physical realization of (1) or (2).
The Ud(k) formed by CONSIN is actually Ud(k-teps), where eps
is the processing delay in terms of the sample period. This
delay will cause the real controller results to differ from the
theoretical predictions by an amount which will increase with the
sampling rate. After the transfer of Ud to the 2':DAC, the saved
values of Y(i) and Ud(i) are shifted in time as mentioned
above, the other products of (2) are formed and accumulated,
ready to be added to the next value of (A$)Y(k). Then the
convzrsiun complete flag of ADC #i is repetitively tested until
it indicates the ADC is ready with the new Y(k), and the sequence
of operations repeats.
CON-SIM checks for any coefficients in (2) that have been
specified as zero and replaces the first instruction in the
rultiplicatior macro for those coefficients by a jump to the
next multiplication macro (the last macro jur.:ps back to test
the ADC flag) so that time is not wasted multiplying by zero.
This does not apply to the coefficient Ac Y(k) is always
multiplied by A4 even if it is zero. This saves time in
systems where A$
	 (the usual case), though it takes rorke
time where AO = 0._
The ADC's in LOCUST are 11 bit, twos complement units;
the MDAC's are 12 bit; twos complement, but the least signifi-
cant bit is not used by CONSIM. The ones complement multipli-
cation of the PDP-q requires conversion on input/output.
THE ANALOG-S7IUTATED SYSTEM
It is assumed that the user of the programs described here
is thoroughly familiar with the hybrid computer LOCUST 'and its
PDP-g interface. Therefore, detailed patching instructions will
not be given. (See R eferences 1 and 2.)
The continuous time system may be simulated in real-tine
on IOCUST by using the upper, "slow" integrator inputs, a 1.0
microfarad capacitor, and control signal Of course time
scaling may also be used if the anronriate changes are made in f
the controller transfer function and sampling rate limitations
of the system are kept in mind.
Iiputs to the system are best applied by using the relays
in IOCUST that are controlled in the IOCUST digital. patebbay	 I -
either by manual push buttons or 'by levels applied to the
control register by CONSIMe
The multiplying feature of the MDAC t s is not used and
their analog inputs should be patched to +10 and -10 volts.
(5)
SAITUNG RATE CONSIDERATIONS
The maximum conversion time required by the ADC's is 250
microseconds (for an input of +10 volts). An estimate of the
average tine required by the actual simulation loop of CONSINM,
for a third order system is 300 microseconds. Both of these
times are dependent upon the magnitude of the problem variables
and upon their sign. With a third-order system utilizing the
full +10 volt range of IACUST, a "safe" sampling rate would
be about 2 khz. Since CORISI2' ad3usts itself to eliminate multi-
plications by zero coefficients, the sampling rate of low order
problems is limited by the ADC. In problems with controllers
^of third or greater order, the digital program consumes more
than 250 microseconds in doing multiplications and thus limits
the sampling rate.
Any of the run-time options described below that arc-
used will cause the simulation loop of CONSIN to take slightly




Both CONSDI and its FORTRAN subroutine DIGIN must be loaded
with the Linking fader. It is suggested that tae core load
be saved in disk area Q$ following loading. Since frequent
spurious interrupts ray occur in the initial phases of problem
set-up, saving core in 0 allows quick recovery.
(6)
The first phase of CONSDI allows the user to choose any
of several options which affect the run-time performance of tie
program. This is-done by answering several., questions with yes
or' no (unrecognizable ansrers cause repetition of the question).
The first option is whether to allot-7 digital overflow?. If
digital overflo,..,
 is allowed, the most significant bits of any
Ud which exceeds 17778 in magnitude will be truncated. (17778
in the ADC or MDAC corresponds to +10 volts in LOCUST.) Of
course this usually does not occur in a conventionally designed
controller. If the user desires,' the alternative to digital
overflok is to force saturation at + 17778 by answering NO to
the question "Allow digital overflow?" This does not affect
the saved values of Ud(i), only the quantity transmitted to
the PMAC. Thus with this option, an input to the continuous
tire system which causes the controller to temporarily overflow
may be recovered from in time. It does, hotrever, add form 10
to 16 microseconds to the processing delay.
The second run-time option is to save successive values
of the control Ud and the output of the continuous time system
Y. for later display and hardcopy output from the teletype.
This option adds no time to the processing delay, but does add
five microseconds to the total simulation loop. Ud is saved
by use of an auto-index register, requiring only one extra
instruction. Since a is not directly available to CONSIM,
it was decided that it should be saved by use of the LOCUST
(7)
data channel. This means that the only programming considera-
tions are that CONSIIyi must set-up t"e proper quantities in
locations 32 and 33 in the PDP-9 to serve as the woad count
and current address registers respectively. This is done prior
to the beginning of the simulatio., xLd consumes no time within
the simulation loop. Without further intervention from COITSIM,
the data channel "steals cycles" from the PDP-9 to make
transfers which take three microseconds each. These three
microseconds are added to the time in the simulation loop,
but may or may not o^cur during the processing delay. The
data channel must be properly patched so that 'Yc is input to an
ADC other than #1: that the ADC flag be used to provide the data
channel request pulse, and that the ADC data be patched to the
11 low order bits of the data channel data lines.
Note that if it is only desired to save the values of
Ud simply do not provide the data channel with a request pulle.
(at the time of writing this paper, the LOCUST data channel is
not yet complete and none of the results presented here include
saved values of Yc . The necessary set-up of locations 32 and
33 is included in 091-1SIi, and when the data channel is
completed, it should only be necessary to patch it as described
above.)
If the save option is elected, CONSIM will ask for a
number of points, ITS, to be saved. This may be any non-zero
ntunber less than 251.
The final run-time option is to save-on-input. This is
possible, of course, only if the user has also chosen the save
option just discussed. If save-on-input is not chosen, saving
of Ud
 and Ye will begin with the first sample time and will
continue for Ns-1 sample periods, and the system input, if
one is desired, must be applied manually before these Ns-1
sample periods have elapsed. If save-on-input is chosen,
CONSIM will place the system into operation with no inputs
and repetitively test Free Flag 1 (the second free flag).
When FF 1 goes to a "1" CONSIM
 will begin saving the output
variables immediately (or at least as-soon as CONSIM detects
that FF i is a "1"), and after NI
 user specified samples have
been saved, CONSIM will apply a "1" to control register bits
1-3 which may be used to apply the input to the system. This
allows the user to observe the system in operation without
input for an unspecified period of tire, then start the saving
process when he is ready and have NI samples saved before the
input is automatically applied. NI may be any number less than
251, but obviously should be less than Ns.
It is suggested that for save-on-input, a push button be
used to set a flip flop which in turn sets FF 1. Then bit 1 of
the control register can be used to control a relay to apply
the system: input and reset the flip flop connected to FF 1.
The other bits are provided for other uses such as -sting
with the scope sync pulse to provide a good scope picture,of
(9)
the system response.
By electing to not save-on-input, the user may easily
observe the response of the system to initial conditions
a-plied in LOCUST.
After run-time options arR chosen, the coefficients of the
digital controller are entered. DIGIN expects an entry on
the CRT keyboard of the form
E2=.327000
where the trailing zeros are not necessary. Actually the format
is very free, but care should be taken to not enter a mxmber
with more than six digits since the FORTRAN input routine may
round such numbers in strange ways. DIGIN will not accept
numbers greater than 0.999999 and will ignore unrecognizable
entries.	 is fixed at 1.999999 by DIGIN and if the user
attempts to change it, the program will inform the user of this
fact.
The user actually initiates a simulation by typing the
word RUN instead of a coefficient. This returns control to
COP?SIM which, after some housekeeping and un-normalizing the
coefficients to integers, starts the simulation by ap plying a
"1" to control register bit 0 to place LOCUST in Compute mc.:e.
This bit should have been previously patched to an OR/NOR gate,
the complemented output of which goes to Ext. IR and the
uncomplemented output of which goes to Ext. GP on the digital
patchbay of LOCUST.
g	 00)
A simulation is ternInat.ed by a*;plying a "1" to Free Flag
(the first .free flag) by means of a manual push button (a
flip flop should not be used for this purpose). Thir causes
CO1 1SII4 to apply "0" to all control register bits, which puts
LOC,OST in Initial Reset mode. CONSIM then queries the user
about any changes he might wish to make in run-time parameters.
Then the user may	 -age coefficients and immediately re
-run
the s1mv.7.ation. If it is desir. able to first view the display
of the saved variables or to get h--:1 copy output, the user should
answer no to the question "Change Coefficients?" the First time
it is asked. Then control is returned to DIGIN for saved
variable output as chosen btf
 the user. After the output phase
is finished, COYSIM will again allow the user to change coef-
ficients and initiate another simulation. If the "Change
Ceofficients?" question is again answered with no, COITSI24 waits
for the response RTTIT to re-run under the same coefficients or* the
response NO to terminate CCNSTM and return to the PDP-9 Monitor
system.
Variables are chosen for display by typing at the appro-
priate time, the cord CONTROL (or just C} for a display of
Ud against time or the word OUTPUT (or 0) for a display of
Yc against tine. Entering the word MOVE (or N) will terminate
display viewing and begin hard copy output if the user desires.
After selecting a display, the user may specify any number of
points for display. The number need not correspond with the
nur.:oer of saved points. A full scale value in volts rill be
(11)
displayed on the C1T for each display ci-osen.
Ihi,SE lkm .'V..^iRCF FLn, 'ICi
The follcring su:^.ary is pr -sented to aid the user in
patching, the various control signals needed for COYSIF..
WAROLS FR .:.
1. Control register bit _ "1' puts Ip "V! in ComputeO* puts LsCf.3ST in Reset.
2. If same-on-i-vA chosen, - control register bits 1-3
are set to • i r NT-1 stele pericis after the saving
Is initiated by FF 1. Used to apply system input
and other associated functions.
CO_R'WIS FRM IW"-ST DIGITAL PATMPAIYs
1. Si&atls to tX?P=t
a. ADC f1 flag (does not have to be patched, but
Skip switch must be OR).
b. FF $ signals COMMto terminate a simlati on.
c. FF 1 signals C01M! to initiate save-on- ,input.
(Should be actuated by a flip flop which may
be reset by corrt .•ol register bits 1-3.)
2. Signals to Analog Patchbay:
a. Integrator control shoild be
b. ADC control norrsal3y takers from arpropriate
digital clock pulse.
e. Control register bit 0 used for Ect. CP and
complemented for Ext. IR.
d. A digital co-mand from a button or from control
register bits 1 -3 patched to g1,K2, g3, or R4 (relays)
and used to a-ply system input.
e. R pulse my be patched to Overload keset terminal
but is not nec.ssarr.
DATA CHAM.:, CO"TROL:
1. Appropriate ADC flag (any but s1) patched to RQ
terminal.
2. ADC data patched to 1ori order data channel data
bits.
3. (Other patching may be necessary when data channel
-	 is complete ans working.)
SISTEX QUIRKS
The hybrid combination of LOCUST and the PDP-9 may play a
few tricks on the unfar-Mar user. He has already been cautioned
to save the core load produced by the Linking Loader in disk
area Q,0 in order to quickly recover from spurious interrupts
that are likely to occur. The most trouble free procedure to
follow in setting up a 1roblem for COMM-1  is to first patch the
continuous time system on LOCUST and check it out as much as
possible before using PDF-9 computer time. This should be done
with the PI, Skip, and ADC flag switches all in the OFF position
so that whoever is using the PDP-(,' will not be bothered by any
spurious interrupts (it is even safer to completely unplug the
I/O cable from LOCUST ufien power is dcx-rn). Once the analog
system is checked out and the user's PDP-9 time has begun, make
sure that the I/O cables are properly connected to IMUST, put
the Skip vaitch only in the ON position, and ;place LOCUST in
Initial Reset mode. Then depress IO Reset on the PDP-9 console
and restart the system 1:onitor. This insures that all interface




If at any tire the user places DCCUST in the Patch or
Potset modes while CONSIM is running, an IOPS ¢3 error (illegal
Interrupt) will occur and it will be rewired that CWSn- be
reloaded (from QO) and restarted.
EXA T ES s
Example t
Presented as a first example is a simple test for C07SIM
which is simple to implement and tests r:ost of the program's
functions. The continuous time system is just a sine-loop
oscillating at 1 hertz with no dar:ping and an initial condition
of 4 volts. The output of this system is patched to ADC fl.
The controller is s5.-ply a constant multiplier with a phase
shift of six sample periods. In z-transforn notation
D(z) = 0.5 6.
IId (the output of 2;DAC 711) is not used as a control, but simply is
connected to the scope and strip-chart recorder for observation.
Thus IId should be half the amplitude of T. and delayed by six
sample periods.
Strip-chart recordings, hard copy output from COVSIM, and a
are
snapshot of the display of Qd is included in the following pages.
The save-on-input option, was not used in this example.
Example 2
Example 2 is taken from Reference 3. A digital controller
implemented as
(i4)
L(z) = 2.5 i.0-¢- 503z-i.J.44'968z-2
1-P-0-632z- 1 -0.368z-2
is used as a deadbeat controller for the continuous time system
described by the transfer function in the s-domain
G(s ) =	 2.
s+i s+2 ^
The first output shown in the , following pages for this
example is for an initial condition of 2.! volts. Here save-
on-input is not desired since one wo-:Id like to observe the
response due to the initial condition on Y.-
Thenext output for this example is for a step input
of -2.0 volts applied using the save-on-input option. NI
was set at 5 so the input was applied at the sixth sample time.
Mote on the hard copy output of the control that there is
considerable (or at least noticeable) jitter in the control
even before the input is applied. (Again it should be pointed
out that at the time of writing this paper the data channel
is not working and none of the results shown include hard
copy output of Yc . Hence, strip-chart recordings are included.)
Since the controller is designed for deadbeat control, at each
sample point after the third Ye should be 2.0 volts. This
does not appear to be quite the case in the strip-chart
recordings, but this is probably due to the extremely slow
response of the strip-chart recorder used.
The final output for this example is with the coef-
ficients rounded-off to the nearest tentk. Surprising little
effect is seen in the response.
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C	 C"FF( 4) =B1 ; ETC.
C
IF(. NOT. INI 0 r•0 TO 2
DO l I=1,8	 ?-^
1	 C^FFS(l) =a. 0
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3	 FO"1,1,,?( -^2! _ *.>-9.6,5X,*g',+ _ *,F
#9.6//*	 1 - *, 7S.6, 5 X ,*Rl = *979.-
#//* 1 2 = *, F • 5. 6, 5X,* R2 = *,71,.6//*
A' 1 3 = *, F.	 5X,*R3 = *, z9.6 //* A4
# _ *, r9.6,5X,*P4 = *,^S.6//* 'S =
# *, F9. 5, 5X,* R5 =
C LL SI: 'CU" (3,1,''k,A,')
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53	 Ff"f0, T(* $$ P:0 "UST BF
G U L F'--- . F",LSE.
G^ T) -1
5	 l' i TE (3, G>
6	 $$ CH'• c GE COEFFICIENTS $
7	 E r(2,?) SP FC, D''. T'
8	 F-r , ;T( '2., I X, F9 .G)
17( D' T=.. GT.0. S99999 ) GO T'? 9
I F( SPEC. FG. EHM C')EFS( 1 =D T:
I i ( SP—'C. E^. BE. ) QUEP<. T' UE.
I! (SP`.C. EQ. FliI ) COFi S(3) -
	
1
IF(SPFC. 7Q.BEi ) COF S(4) D. 1'
I F ( SPLC. EQ. E112) COEFS(5)=D: 1=
IF(SPFC. Er. P? F2) COEFS(6) =D :
 T':
IF(SPEC. Er. EH3) COErS(7)=DnT.(
IF(SPEC.EQ.BE3) COFFS(F)=D;T
II ( SPEC. EQ. E114) COEFS(9) =D' T,,
IF( SPFC. Er, .BE4) C:OErS(l.') =DrT--`
IF (SPEC. EQ. EH5) COEFS( I ) =Ct.T^
IF(SPEC. EQ.BE5) C'E.FS(i2.)=D:.T;
IF(SPEC. EQ. EHG) COEFS( 13) =D' T^
IF(SP^C. F_Q.BEG) COEFS( 14) =D^1'r.
I'i%( SPEC. EQ. EX  T) PETUPN,
GO TO 2
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41i ITE(3, 1.4)
14	 F^rI ^-T(* $$ C3EFFICIEI;T TO Lt--FGE,
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C
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